Michael Schulson ‘01
Full Circle at the Sikkim Happiness Home
(The following is an excerpt from Tim
Williams’ Taraloka Foundation blog.)
“In 2007, Michael Schulson (Baylor class of ’08) was a student on a
Baylor Walkabout trip to Ladakh, north India. The Himalayas sparked his
interest, but his curiosity transformed a trekking trip into a month of studying
perspectives. His mind is a sponge with unlimited capacity. By the end of his
first trip to India, it was obvious that exploring culture and religion would be a
lifelong passion instead of an isolated event.
After Baylor and Yale, Michael returned to India this year as a journalist.
I was obviously looking forward to showing him the Sikkim Happiness Home
and introducing him to the girls. From the moment he entered the door, he was
a magnet.
One day, Christina,
Dechen, and Ongmu asked
if I could help them with
chemistry – years of teaching
history and religion were not
helpful! I could not answer
their questions, but a few
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hours later, I walked downstairs to see
Michael, the journalist, helping them
study for an important chemistry exam.
They were so excited to have a skilled,
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knowledgeable, and dynamic teacher. I
just smiled and watched a convergence
of teaching and learning unfold.”
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Sikkim Happiness
Home currently provides a safe refuge
for 26 girls, ages six to 18, and is a
highlight for students on the annual
Walkabout trip to India. Williams also
heads the Taraloka Foundation, a non-profit organization dedicated to
supporting the housing, education, and healthcare of girls at the home.
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